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Abstract. Performance optimization remains one of the key issues in
parallel computing. With the emergence of large clustered SMP systems,
the task of analyzing and tuning scientific applications actually becomes
harder. Tools need to be extended to cover both distributed and shared–
memory styles of performance analysis and to handle the massive amount
of information generated by applications on today’s powerful systems.
This paper proposes a flexible way to define hierarchies of event streams
and to enable the end–user to traverse these hierarchies, looking at sam-
pled or aggregated information on the higher levels. The concept will be
implemented and evaluated in practice within the scope of the US DOE
ASCI project.
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1 Introduction

The emergence of clustered SMP platforms with a moderate number of CPUs per
node, coupled by a shared memory and a potentially large number of these nodes
coupled with an off–the–shelf interconnection network, but not sharing the same
memory, changes the scene for the authors of parallel scientific applications. In
the following paper, we will discuss the challenges associated with clusters of
SMPs and present the generic concept of flexible grouping of event streams and
its application to the performance analysis of parallel applications on hierarchical
systems.

2 New Challenges for Performance Analysis

Up to now, the predominant parallel architecture classes have been the classic
shared–memory systems with limited scalability and the scalable distributed–
memory MPP systems. For each class, performance analysis methodologies and
tools (AIMS[7], PABLO [1], PARADYN[4], Paragraph[2], Paraver[3], Vampir [5],
et. al. [6]) had been developed and the significant scientific and engineering
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codes had been ported and optimized. For clustered SMP platforms, the picture
changes. To achieve a good price / performance ratio, these systems do not
provide an efficient virtual–shared–memory system, but expose their structure
to the applications. An application programmer aiming at scalability beyond
one SMP node has to make a choice between the message–passing programming
model, or a combination of message–passing between SMP nodes, most probably
MPI and a shared–memory model within one node, most probably OpenMP. In
both cases, performance analysis faces new challenges which result in the urge
to extend the current MPP performance–analysis tools by

– support for multi–threading,
– analysis of memory and CPU statistics,
– display of scheduler events and interactions.

The challenge here is mostly an appropriate organization of performance
data, both internally to the tools and more importantly to the end–user: the
potentially enormous amount of performance information (in particular if event
tracing is used) has to be processed and displayed in a way that an ordinary
user can understand. The following section will present a generic model for flex-
ibly organizing the hierarchy levels of clustered SMP systems into a top–down
scheme. This will enable the end–user to proceed from a bird’s eye view of an
application run to a detailed view of those ’suspicious’ parts of the application
execution that may indicate an actual performance problem.

3 A Generic Model for Event Trace Data Grouping

Event-based performance analysis is capable of giving a detailed insight into the
application’s behavior to the end user. However, this advantage compared to
standard profiling techniques introduces certain difficulties regarding the huge
amount of data that is typically generated. The two major problems are:

1. Large trace data buffers with fast access methods;
2. Appropriate presentation of the data to the end-user.

While work has been carried out on the trace data buffer mechanisms, trace
data presentation still poses a lot of unanswered questions. In this paper we
concentrate on structuring the data in a way that provides a good overview of
the application’s performance, but also allows quick access to multiple levels of
detail.

3.1 Event Traces to be Stored in the Model

The event trace data that needs to be grouped and stored in our model can be
subdivided into four major categories:

1. Program State Changes
2. Point to Point Communication
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3. Collective Operations
4. Hardware Performance Monitors.

Each of these categories has specific properties that need to be related to each
other in order to create a complete view of an application’s runtime behavior.

3.2 Requirements of the Model

Single event traces without a context are of limited use for performance analysis.
Grouping and linking of event traces is essential for successful performance anal-
ysis. In the design procedure of our grouping model, we identified the following
requirements:

– Use simple event records to allow a fast linear tracing mechanism, in order to
minimize the influence of the tracer on the application and to keep execution
time costs small.

– Keep event traces independent of each other on the tracing level to allow
filtering and reduction in a post–processing phase.

– Enable event trace re–grouping depending on custom search criterion.
– Keep the grouping as flexible as possible regarding existing computer archi-
tectures to be modeled.

– The level of abstraction and detail must not be limited by any static con-
straints of the model.

– Keep things simple and readable for human beings! In other words, we sup-
port both ASCII and binary trace file output.

3.3 The Grouping Model

As already stated above, the grouping model is built around the various types of
event traces we want to relate to each other. To increase the readability, while
reducing the amount of space needed, our model description is rather informal
and only paraphrases the full specification upon which this is based. A trace file
can consist of N state chains which are each to be defined as follows:

DEFSTATECHAIN <ChainID> <ChainName>

The states that can be put in such a chain need to be declared with:

DEFSTATE <StateID> <StateName>

Finally, the state changes themselfves need to be expressed as follows:

<TimeStamp> ENTERSTATE <StateId> INCHAIN <ChainID>
<TimeStamp> EXITSTATE <StateId> INCHAIN <ChainID>

Similar records have to be written for the performance monitor, collective op-
eration and point to point communication chains. For the grouping, declaration
records of the following shape need to be written in the declaration header of a
trace file:
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical Grouping of a Multithreaded SMP Cluster Application

DEFGROUP <GroupID> <GroupName> CHAINS <Multiple ChainIDs>

for a group of chains, or

DEFGROUP <GroupID> <GroupName> GROUPS <Multiple GroupIDs>

for a group consisting of other groups.

3.4 An Example

The following example shows the group declaration records that are needed to
specify an SMP Cluster consisting of K nodes, P processes and N threads. Each
process hosts four threads and every node includes three processes.

DEFSTATECHAIN 1 ”Thread 1”
DEFSTATECHAIN N ”Thread N”

DEFGROUP G1 ”Process 1” CHAINS 1 2 3 4
DEFGROUP GP ”Process P” CHAINS N-3 N-2 N-1 N
DEFGROUP GP+1 ”Node 1” GROUPS G1 G2 G3

DEFGROUP GP+K ”Node K” GROUPS GP−2 GP−1 GP

DEFGROUP GP+K+1 ”Cluster” GROUPS GP . . . GP+K

DEFGROUP GP+K+2 ”All Threads” CHAINS 1 2 3 4 . . . N
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In addition to the grouping that is used to express the system’s structure, special
purpose groups can be added by the tracer.

DEFGROUP GX1 ”Good Threads” CHAINS 4 7 10 44
DEFGROUP GX2 ”Bad Threads” CHAINS 5 8 11

Group GX1 and GX2 could represent good and bad performing threads regarding
their floating point performance. Virtually any criterion that is available to the
tracer can be used to define arbitary groups and group relationships, which can
then be exploited by a visualization component.

Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of the above example. Performance
monitors (cache misses) that seamlessly fit into the grouping model were added.
We skipped their declaration records to limit the size of this paper.

4 Conclusion

This paper has presented a flexible grouping model suitable for the performance
analysis of SMP clusters containing hundreds of processing entities. The key
issues are the capabilities of the grouping model and the hierarchical analysis
and visualization of the trace data combined with performance monitor data
to guide detailed event-based analysis. Parts of the model have already been
implemented and verified within the Vampir framework. Further extensions to
Vampir, that are currently being worked on, will serve as proof of the concept,
demonstrating the benefits of event-based performance analysis to real-world
users with applications on the upcoming SMP cluster systems.
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